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Below are three sample thesis statements for a paper based on a prompt similar to those you were given 
for your first paper assignment.  All three strive to express some basic ideas that could be turned into 
excellent theses and generate good papers, but as written each is poor in several important respects. Each 
group  will  be  assigned  to  critique  and  rewrite  one  of  these  three  thesis  statements,  using  the  five 
questions  on  the  bottom of  the  paper-writing  handout  as  a  guide.  Each  group will  then  present  its 
critcisms of the original thesis and its new, much-improved version to the class and  explain how this new  
formulation  addresses  the  problems found in  the  original.   You  need not  work  out  all  of  the  details  and 
arguments supporting your new thesis (this would be the activity of actually writing the paper), but your 
claims should be plausible and potentially arguable.   Mastering the art of writing and revising thesis 
statements is the first step to becoming an excellent college writer.  Think of this as a chance to practice 
your thesis-writing skills in preparation for writing your paper, while discussing an important issue in 
the text with a group of your classmates.  

Sample prompt: 
In  the  Republic,  it  is  an important precept  of  Socrates'  theory of  the ideal  state that  not all 
members of society are equal—at least as regards their love of wisdom and their ability to seek 
the  Good.  This unequal  distiribution is  “explained” by Socrates through the  “myth of  the 
metals.”  How is  this  apparent elitsm justified in the  book,  and why does Plato think it  is 
necessary  for  a  truly  just/moral  society?   Do  you  find  this  justification  convincing?   Is 
something like the view expressed in the “myth of the metals” really necessary for creating a 
just  society?  Be  sure  to  give  clear  reasons  to  support  your  position,  avoid  overly  broad 
generalizations, and cite passages to support your reading of the text.

Sample theses for critique:

A) The myth of the metals isn't necessary but Plato thinks he needs it because he is anti-
democratic.

B) In the Republic, Plato argues that not all members of society are equal and that this inequality 
is necessary because of “one person, one job.”

C) The myth of the metals is like a lie told to children, and the guardians are like the parents. 
Plato is right, because some people just can't handle the truth. 


